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1. Introduction 

The presence of natural conductive fractures significantly increases the porosity and permeability of a 

reservoir, and in both tight conventional or resource plays will often mean the difference between a 

commercially productive or non-productive well. Unfortunately for exploration geologists and geophys-

icists, detection of fractures by direct means falls below traditional seismic resolution (Al-Dossary and 

Marfurt, 2006). However, structural curvature analysis of the target horizons can provide an indirect 

means of fracture density estimation and orientation (Chopra and Marfurt, 2010). Mathematically, cur-

vature is the measure of a quadratic surface’s deviation from a plane (Figure 1). Geologically, we ob-

serve that as a layer deforms into either an anticlinal (increasing positive curvature value) or synclinal 

(increasing negative curvature value) shape, tensile fractures develop in the areas of highest strain 

parallel to the direction of maximum horizontal stress, SHMAX.  Development of a suite of curvature at-

tributes designed to target areas of higher fracture density and subsurface lineament orientation is 

presently being calibrated by a number of methods including laboratory clay modeling (Staples, 2011), 

analog outcrop studies (Hennings, 2000; Pearce et al., 2011), and borehole image log analysis (Hunt 

et al., 2010; Staples, 2011).  As the understanding of the correlation between seismic attributes and 

fracture density and orientation strengthens, we hope to incorporate production data into our study to 

develop a workflow to use these seismic attributes to predict reservoir quality in an area under devel-

opment and to guide future hydrocarbon exploration efforts. 

Figure 1. (left) Illustration of 2D curvature. Anticlines display positive curvature. Synclines display negative 
curvature. Planar surfaces display zero curvature. Maximum curvature is defined by the curve tangent to the 
smallest circle. After Roberts (2001). (right)  Block diagram illustrating the workflow for using curvature 
attributes in fracture interpretation (modified from Hunt et al. 2009). 

3. Image Log Fracture Interpretation 
Figure 3A.  

Example 3A is from Well A in a frac-
tured chert layer. Top track is the unin-
terpreted image log, middle track con-
tains dip tadpoles from interpreted 
fractures, and bottom track is the im-
age log with interpreted fracture si-
nusoids.  All sinusoids in this example 
represent Layer Bound, Conductive (A, 
B, and C based on data quality) frac-
tures.  

  Figures 3B and 3C.  

Example 3B is from Well A and shows  
Rose diagrams and Schmidt plot for 
layer bound conductive fractures (left) 
and bedding planes (right).  

Example 3C is from Well B and shows  
Rose diagrams and Schmidt plot for 
layer bound conductive fractures 
(left) and bedding planes (right).  
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2. Clay Modeling  
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Figure 2. Example 2A demonstrates the calculation of curvature from a symmetric folding clay modeling experiment. 
Example 2B shows fracture/fault development on the surface of the clay cake. The original dimensions of the clay 
cake were H=2cm, L = 18cm, and W = 10cm. The compression was conducted at a rate of .1cm/min. Examples 2C 
and 2D show the results of a  curvature extraction from surfaces generated using laser scans across the surface of 
the clay cake at the final stage of compression. k2 negative curvature (2C) highlighted fault surfaces and fracture 
planes. k1 positive curvature and k2 negative curvature co-rendered delineated horst and graben sequences.  
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4. Seismic Interpretation 
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Figure 4. Example 4A is a TWT structure map at the Mississippian Lime horizon. Figure 4B is  k1 positive curvature map with an amplitude chairback at the Mississippian 
Lime horizon.  Figure 4B is  k2 negative curvature map at the Mississippian Lime horizon. Figures 4D and 4E display seismic amplitude co-rendered with k1 positive curvature 
and fracture density along the well path deviation from wells A and B respectively. Fracture density was computed at a 100 ft window size and a 20ft step size  to be visual-
ized at the seismic scale. A qualitative correlation between the two can be made (yellow arrows) in both wells A and B. The blue arrow in 4E points at a location along the 
wellbore where the well penetrated the deeper and less brittle tight limestone and no fractures were observed. The pink arrows in 4E point to places with an increase in 
fracture density with no curvature which we interpret as being an area lower in strain. These increases seem to be bed bound suggesting that fracture density is primarily 
lithologically controlled. However, the study in these two wells also suggests that when the wellbore penetrates brittle layers an increase in curvature corresponds with an 
increase in strain and therefore an increase in fracture density.  Figure 4F is acoustic impedance co-rendered with k1 positive curvature. We anticipate the best wells being 
in areas where high porosity (low impedance) tripolitic chert reservoirs coexist with high fracture density indicated by higher curvature in  the Mississippian Lime Play 
(white circles). The success of these two wells supports this hypothesis as Well B was an economic well while Well A was not.  
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